Individual Elements
Packages don’t work for everyone. Our Individual Elements are services for those who only need assistance on a task
or two, or for those who need a little more support than what we offer in our various packages. Also, because we love
a challenge, if you need assistance with an element of your awesome event and do not see it listed below, let us know
what it is and we can help you out, or put you in contact with someone who can.
Consultation with planner to discuss vision and create a plan and budget
Sometimes you just don’t know where to begin. Our experienced planner will work with you
to make your vision a reality and show you how to do it within your budget.
Venue/Event Design Creative Consultation
Stuck on an idea, or not sure how certain elements will gel together? From colors to concept, we will work
with you to provide a unified themed look/vibe for your event. After the initial creative meeting, we provide
unlimited phone/email contact up to your event to problem solve or tweak details.
Table Design / Creative Consultation
Is your venue absolutely beautiful and you do not have to do anything to the décor, but are stuck on your table design? Let us
help. We can collaborate on magical tablescapes, place settings, and centerpiece ideas so your tables look as elegant as your
venue.
Vendor Research (includes quotes and negotiation)
After years of experience we have learned what signs to look out for to show that a vendor is kick ass. Let us know your
location and what vendor(s) you are looking for and we will find you the best in your area. From caters and photographers to
vintage photobooths to antique décor we can find it all. (Please note that we never accept commission from vendors, we are
dedicated to finding the perfect vendor for your unique event.)
Invitation Management
This service is offered in three parts. Select one, a combination of two, or all three in order to fit your needs.
One. We offer invitation assembly which includes assembly of each part of your invitation, stuffing, and sealing the envelopes.
Two. Address and mailing of your invitations. This includes basic printing through a high tech printer.
Three. RSVP management. One of the most tedious tasks of any event is keeping tabs on who has responded and who is
dragging their feet. Give us your guest list and we will manage this for you. We also offer a great online RSVP so that you will
be able to log in and check the status whenever you need to.
Favor Design or Creation
We can provide ideas, how-to-tutorials, vendor contacts, or we can roll up our sleeves and create your custom favors for you.
Create Timeline and Schedule for your Wedding Day / Event
This may seem like a small undertaking but when you are managing multiple family members, your wedding party,
and all your vendors, a timeline and schedule will save your life. This ensures that you will not miss any of the photo
opportunities that you would like and that everyone else will know where to be at every important moment.
Plan Ceremony Rehearsal and Rehearsal Dinner
Your head will be filled with last minute details about your big day. Let us worry about the logistics of the rehearsals.

We know that every event is unique and has its own requirements.
Please contact us to discuss your event and receive a custom quote for your needs.
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